The following is a direct and general construction, from the field quantities of the electrons and mesons and their derivatives, of a real, symmetrical and gauge-invariant tensor Tkl whose divergence to l is -1 times the four-force fk experienced by the matter. Interpreting Tkl as the impulse-energy tensor of the material particles, for the case of no electromagnetic field the energy-momentum density obtained from Tkl is compared with that obtained from treating (flli) (d/dxk) as the energy-momentum operator. Further, in the general case the Hamiltonian of the matter is compared with J T4A dxdydz. Both times, the two quantities compared agree apart from small modifications.
As is well known, the conservation of the combined energy and momentum of m atter and the electromagnetic field follows if (i) there exists a tensor Tkl satisfying h , Tu+ fk = °'
(1) f k being the four-force experienced by the m atter and (ii) Tkl is interpreted as the impulse-energy tensor belonging to matter. For a Dirac electron, Tetrode (1928) has found a symmetrical Tkl satisfying (1), which was later expressed in spinor form by Laporte & Uhlenbeck (1932) . The search for was nearly completed by Heisen berg & Pauli (1929) who found in a general way an expression for Tkl satisfying (1) for all sorts of particles whose wave equations are deducible from varying a Lagrangian, but their expression is not symmetrical between k and
In P art I of the present paper, an attem pt is made to obtain the most general symmetrical Tkl belonging to scalar and vector mesons and electrons. § I deals with scalar mesons interacting with electrons and neutrinos and § II with vector mesons interacting with the same light particles. The cases in which we have a single kind of particle only are obviously special cases. Owing to the significance of Tkl as the impulse-energy tensor of m atter, such an attem pt is certainly worth while.
Two things are to be observed regarding this impulse-energy tensor of m atter. Let us take the case of electrons for definiteness. First, in the case of no electro magnetic field, where a possible solution for the wave functions of the electrons con tains xr only through the factor exp (icrxr) ( being a constant four-vector), the usual concept of treating (h/i) (d/dxr) as the momentum operator leads one to expect pcrh to be the energy-momentum density (p being the probability density of elec trons) and thus to be equal to (i/c) Tki. That this is nearly the case will be shown later. Secondly, one expects the integral of Tu over all space to be th a t of the Hamiltonian H for m atter, which has the property that, from the rules of quantizing the field quantities ijr and from equations of the typê
one can obtain the wave equations for \jf. This is also found to be true apart from an unim portant modification. These results are certainly satisfactory.
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Let xr be the four-vector x, y, z, ict, < f)r be the elect A x, A y, A z, icj) {Ax, A y, A z being the vector potential and (f) the scalar potential), and 77" 77ft be . respectively. Before writing out the wave equations for A , A* (the wave functions of scalar mesons), x f ' iff, x f* , iff* (tho (those for neutrinos), their Lagrangians will be written out. W ith < S * standing for djdxt (which, it is assumed, does not operate through a bracket), for the spinor of 8b 77^ for the spinor of 77*, etc., and with k8, ke and kn as three constants connected f In this paper, a tensor with a * symbol such as T*k is defined by
where n is the number of suffices among i, k, ... which equal 4 and y the complex conjugate of y. (It is understood that by 'complex conjugate' is not meant numerically complex con jugate. This is evident since T ik and T ik are different kinds of g-numbers.) For lack of better names, the tensor T& is also called the complex conjugate of T ik , and thus the complex conjugate of Ti k , may mean either T£ or T ik . For a spinor such as t can introduce a complex conjugate spinor t*A defined by -(^i«A where y denotes the complex conjugate of y as before. When t has an equal number of dotted and undotted suffices, the tensors corresponding to t and t* are conjugate tensors. In the following the complex conjugate of a component of a spinor t with an equal number of dotted and undotted suffices may mean instead of tm^ ^ . It is hoped that no confusion will arise from this double usage of the term 'complex conjugate'.
to the mass of scalar mesons, electrons and neutrinos by Ksfi = msc, = ?nEc and KNh -mNc, the Lagrangians aref 
For convenience of future description, the left-hand sides of the above equations will be referred to as h(A), Hxf)> h{ftE), equations is replaced by its complex conjugate, then equations whose left-hand sides will be referred to as h(A*), h(X f), hoped that the common usage of the same notation 'h ' to denote the left-hand sides of the different wave equations will not lead to misunderstandings.
Varying the combined Lagrangian of the m atter and the electromagnetic field subject to 8l(f)l = 0, one finds
and satisfies S)jl = 0 on account of equations (5-1-5*5). The problem now is to Tm satisfying , *iTkl+ -=
C when the right-hand side of (6) 
etc., each with an unknown coefficient y. Now split the coefficients of all terms con taining A and A* only into some power of ks times some quantities so th a t the latter are of the same dimensions as the coefficient of A *IIkIIlA . I t is a t once found th a t the terms with some power of ks appearing in the coefficient can be eliminated with the help of the wave equations. Then assume th at this elimination is carried out so th at the coefficients of different terms containing A and only contain no ks as a factor and are of the same dimensions. Let similar steps be taken toward the terms containing the wave functions of electrons (or neutrinos) only. After carrying out such manipulations, our assumed form for Tkl is substituted into (7), giving a long equation (8) which it is hoped can be made identically zero by properly choosing the value of the constants y. The different terms in (8) are not all indepen dent; relations between them will be given below. Following the method of unknown multipliers, multiply the relations by unknown constants A, add them to (8), set the coefficients of different terms in the resulting equation to zero and solve con currently for the A's and the y 's. If in so doing no relation between terms in (8) has been left out, the result of solving for A and y gives the most general Tkl satisfying our conditions. All the algebra will be left out except for writing out for future reference the various relations between terms in (8) with their proper multiplying constants,
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together with the conjugate complex equations.
The replacement of 77 and 77* by -id and iS in equations (10) and the reverse replacement in (11) give in fact a number of other relations, but their multiplying constants are all zero.f
In giving the result for Tkl, it is convenient to put it as
and write out YM. I t falls into four p arts:
(i) The part th at concerns A and A* only, Y*>{ntA * n tA -a *77* n tA + 8klA * n , n sA -8kln f A * n sA}
where yd) is an arbitrary real constant. This will be denoted by and the corre sponding Tk l by Tg.
(ii) The part th at concerns electrons only, i -+ y 7, A « + < 1 4 > where y<2), y(3), ... are arbitrary real constants,
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y{ % \te = -em \^n *M+¥m\ete'lrfiri*/ie' Jre> (15'2)
A t e = -+ ¥ mt e f n *^f ,
(em A^ ete being the well-known antisymmetrical spinors), and the ?/5), y®\ y(7) are spinors obtained from y{2\ y{Z\ i/4) by replacing by and 77* by 77 with all suffices remaining unchanged. This Y will be denoted by Y E, and the corresponding T by T E.
(iii) The part th a t concerns neutrinos only; this can be obtained from (ii) by putting e to be zero. This Y will be denoted by Y N, and its T by T N. Now see what happens to Tki for the special case in which 0, and contain xr through the factor exp (icExr), x $ and ifrf through the factor exp (icf xr) and A through the factor exp ( ic fx r ). In the first place
etc. For electrons, on putting all the y 's in (14) zero, it is found th a t
Hence T kl is the sum of two parts, one with its TM equal to -ihcck pE (pE being the probability density of the electrons £ (Xx + Aa A f)) A-1,2
Similarly, T kl is the sum of two parts, one with its Tki equal to pN and the other given by something similar to (IS). Eliminating from the latter and (18) cm&X^i cmix I/' m -> cEix EX> cE6iJrEX, etc., by means of the wave equation resulting expressions contain no other derivatives than th at of A , and noting th a t each must be antisymmetrical between k and l, it is fo
Finally, for any value of yW in (13), it is observed th a t fir
T%1 + ^g 2iM t n t A * -g t i M t n kA) =
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where A is short for It is impossible to compare 4 with the Hamiltonian H of matter, since the former is gauge-invariant while the latter is not. Let P be the canonical variable to A , P* that to A*, and let H' be 308 T. S. Chang
so that the wave equations take the gauge-invariant form 
II. V ector m e so n s a n d e l e c t r o n s
The Lagrangian of the vector mesons is As before, the left-hand sides of the above equations and their conjugates will be referred to as h(Aj) or Mxf), h ( i / r f ), matter and field, one finds .
--j f where j t is given by c(0 f W ( i r + L * + L * ) « e c i i A i F t i -i A t F u -o -^^^ + X^X^
(28) and satisfies 8lj l = 0 on account of the wave equations. The task is to substitute this j t intô
(Tkt + ~ (d/cfii ~ ^l^k)jl -9
O and find the corresponding Tkl. The same set of conditions will be imposed on Tkl as before and the same procedure employed in finding it. The only difference is that equation (9) is to be replaced by
and that the symbols h now denote entirely different functions. Writing Tkl as Yja+Yik+Y&+Yfk, the result for Ykl falls into four parts, of which that concerning electrons and that concerning neutrinos are exactly those given in the previous section. The other two parts are:
(i) That concerning vector mesons only,
y « \n * A t n . A , -n t A t n .A , -n t A f n sA ,-A % n .n .A , + A t n ,n ,A a+ A t n kn ,A + m ui i *a * n sA , + Mu n ; A* n , A , -i_suA t n , n , A , -* n , n , A , \ +y™ { n tA fn lA, -A * n kn ,A ,+ s u A ; n , n , A r-s u n * A * n rA,} -^ W A? nbA,+nt A*n,A,-niA*nsA, -A * n j i , A k -\s u n * A * n rA , -\ isa n * A f n , A .
where y(8) and y(9) are arbitrary real constants. This is denoted by Y v and its T by T v.
(ii) That containing either gx or g2,
-p c^ {r,k( n fA * ñ * A f )+ A ? n , rBk} + \h c sJ {g,A*i Mi + g -^A * n , r } ll. (31)
This is denoted by Y 1 and its T by T 1. For the special case in which < j > = 0 and the solution f xr through the factors exp ( icExr ), exp (ic? xr) and exp (icf xr), i way th at after setting all the y 's in (14) zero, can be reduced to two parts, one with its Tki equal toihcc^pE and the other given by (18). (18) 
which vanishes always, by partial integrations over the space coordinates
is obtained. Thus the Hamiltonian is again the total energy. I t is perhaps needless to add th a t the above calculations and conclusions can be extended to include protons and neutrons. So long as there is no direct interaction between the heavy and the light particles, the extension can be easily made. For this reason, it will be left out here.
PART II. PARTICLES OF SPIN 2 OR 3/2
Calculations of a general impulse-energy tensor Tkl for mesons and electrons are here ex tended to particles of spin 2 or 3/2, whose wave equations were given by Fierz & Pauli. Results are generally similar, though expressions for Tkl are now much more complicated.
I n t r o d u c t io n
In part I of this paper, it is pointed out th at for vector or scalar mesons and electrons, there exists a real and symmetrical tensor Tkl satisfying
(1) where f k is the four-force and 8t denotes differentiation to xh x, y, z, ict). On interpreting Tki (Ic = I, 2, 3) as -i c times the momentum density of matter, T4i as the energy density of matter, the conservation law for the total energy and momentum of the m atter and the electromagnetic field in any region of space is obtained, account being taken for their flow across the surface bounding the region. Needless to say, in constructing expressions for the energy or momentum of matter, such a conservation must be constantly kept in sight and thus the correct construction must start from determining Tkl from (1), obtaining the density expres sions from Tkl and performing a final integration over space.
In this part of the paper the investigation of will be extended to particles of spin 2 and 3/2. Expressions for for such particles in a force-free field have been given by Fierz (1939) , and thus here attention will be concentrated on Tki for particles in a general electromagnetic field. Throughout the entire calculations, the wave equations given by Fierz & Pauli (1939) for such particles will be employed.
I . P a r t ic l e s o f s p i n 2
Following Fierz, let the wave functions be a symmetrical tensor A kl together with a scalar C and obtain the wave equations by varying a Lagrangian Z/2). They are
where < f > K denotes -8^1 and all the other symbols have the part I. As before, the left-hand sides of the above equations will be called h(Aik) and h(C) and those of the conjugate equations h(Afk) and h(C*).
Fierz has not given an expression for the current, but one can be obtained from varying the Lagrangian to < f > t. Varying the combined Lagrangian of field and m atter subject to 8l< f> l = 0, one finds 
It is easy to verify from the wave equations that 8tj t -0, thus we take it as the current vector. At the same time, since 8tj t = 0, then 8t8t0 = 0 or = 0, and thus as usual. Incidentally, it may be pointed out that the condition = 0 is not sufficient to determine J*. An example is provided by the vector
A&TIiAte-
A f c n^u + comp, conj., whose divergence is zero under all conditions. As before the method is to substitute the right side of (3) for into
Tkl + -(8k< }> i -8l< l> k)jl -

C
and solve for Tkl. The procedure of finding Tkl is exactly the same as before, and its 312 T. S. Chang description will therefore be omitted here. The equations playing the part of (9), (10) and (11) Ykj = n* A*rntAkr~ n* a * iik Alr-n* * -t * nl a -A t n , n , A lr+ A t n ln sAr,+ A * n ln sA hr + n ; A*M n rArt+ *iw n* a -istiA%nrntAsl^ isklAfantnrAal, (7*2) yg = -n f A * n kAb+ A * n n ,A " + s kln*A%nrA^-s k,A * n ln,A", (7-3) r^ = ntc *nlc-c*nknlc -skln;c*n.c+sklc*n,n,c, (7-4) r g = n* c*n ,A u -n ? -n * c * n lAk, + c * n kn rAlr -\c * n rn rAtl+ Af,nk n , c -\ a *u n ,n , c +^ki^* c* n,A" -\suA*anrn , c -(7-5) yg = iniAtnlAlr-n*Airn,Al,-2niAtnlAlr + 2/7* A*kIIsAis + n* AkrTJrAu+ + A * n rn sA kl -A klrir n sArs+ A*sn ln rA ks -zAf8n rn tA ksskln * a*ii8a8 1+
+ nr c * n sAks-% n *c*n sAkl+ l A t n^c -\A trn rn tc + \A % nrn rc + is kl c * n r n s a r8 -i8klA*sn rn s cc * n tc c.
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Examining -e~xj^ckli and Tk4 for the special case in whi contain xr through the factor exp (icrxr), it is satisfactory to find th at they are equal for any values of the constants y in (6). In proving the equality, the equations C=C* = crA rs = crA* = 0, are utilized, which can be proved from the wave equations for this special case.
With regard to the Hamiltonian of such particles and T44, no attem pt will be made to compare them in the present paper, for a theory of second quantization for such particles in an electromagnetic field is still lacking. For second quantization of such particles in a force-free field, reference should be made to Fierz's paper (1939). and b*j. Whenever they have their suffices explicitly written out, the *'s are omitted, since this will not cause confusion.
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The wave equations can be deduced as usual from varying a Lagrangian. In the present case, the Lagrangian L(3/2) is According to the way the notation 'h ' has been used (see part I), the conjugate equations to the above are simply
At this juncture it may be pointed out th at the numbers -3 and -6 in the Lagran gian were given by Fierz & Pauli as 3 and 6 which are wrong. Using the numbers 3 and 6 instead of -3 and -6, the coefficients in (9*3) and (9-4) are all positive, thus c = d = 0 for the case < [> = 0 cannot be deduced.
To get the current, vary the combined Lagrangian of the particles and the field to < j > n v subject to = 0. In this way The impulse-energy tensor of material particles 315
and their conjugates. By putting one dotted and one undotted suffix to be n and m, raising or lowering some of the suffices and performing some contractions, each of
The comparison of the Hamiltonian of such particles and their Tu is not attem pted here, for a theory of second quantization for such particles in an electromagnetic field is still lacking. A theory of second quantization for such particles has been given only for the case < f > = 0, which can be found in Fierz's paper.
Thus the search for a symmetrical Tkl for elemen from 0 to 2 has been completed. The only unpleasantness in the result is th at Tkl is not unique. Also, only the lowest possible derivatives have been considered, i.e. introduction into Tkl of higher derivatives of the wave functions than those con templated here could have been made, but this has not been done.
In conclusion, the writer wishes to thank Mr K. S. Kao and Mr J. T. Yang for their kind interest.. 
